
Estimated Bodybuilding 

Competition Expenses 

OVERVIEW: The purpose of this document is to provide an aspiring bodybuilding competitor with a 

rough overview of the financial investment of competing. The same general expenses will apply to most 

federations; the list below pertains to National Physique Committee (NPC) shows, which is the largest 

and most popular amateur federation in the world. 

By no means is this a thorough, step-by-step guide to competition prep. We highly recommend every 

competitor purchase a copy of Layne Norton’s The Complete Contest Prep Guide (CLICK HERE) (no 

affiliation) for $64.99—it’s simply the best, and it’s worth the money. You can listen to our review on 

this book on Episode 25 of our podcast (CLICK HERE).  

 

Expense  Est. Cost  Notes 

NPC Card  $    130.00  Needs to be renewed every January. Coaches must pay this fee too. 

Competitor Entry Fee  $    120.00  Typical fee for entrance at competition. Coaches must pay this fee too. 

Additional Category   $      80.00   

Recommended to do at least 1 additional category--more experience while 
you're already there and you've worked so hard! 

Classic Physique Trunks   $      35.00  Only purchase the trunks needed for the category you are participating in. 
Men's Bodybuilding 
Trunks  $      35.00   Only purchase the trunks needed for the category you are participating in.  

Men's Physique Shorts   $    200.00   

Actual competition shorts are quite a bit more expensive, however you can get 
by with some Hurleys if they fit right. 

Women's Posing Suit   $    250.00   

Typical cost from what we've found for custom NPC/IFBB bikini suits on Etsy. 
Most competitors order them custom made. 

Bikini/Figure High Heels  $      75.00  Not required for women's bodybuilding or physique. 

Competition Spray Tan   $    200.00   

Must be a competition tan--normal spray tans at your local tanning salon will 
not get you dark enough! 

Posing Classes 

 $    480.00 
  

$20 per class, weekly, for 6 months (what I paid for my classes with Katy 
Wayman-White--DEFINITELY WORTH IT. 

Travel Expenses  (varies)  Plane tickets, gas, etc. 

Hotel Room (if nec.)   $    150.00   

Staying at the host hotel is always a good idea even if you live fairly close to the 
venue; less travel and you're there at the check-in. 

Jewelry (if desired)   $      50.00   

It's more than a fitness competition--this is the time to enhance the most 
aesthetic you've ever looked :) 

Hair & Makeup  $    150.00  Usually provided at the venue--see you promotor's website for details. 

Black Bed Sheets  

 $      20.00 
  

So you don't get your tan all over your good bed sheets or the sheets at your 
hotel. 

 
WOMEN ONLY in PINK / MEN ONLY in BLUE / Men & Women (no color) / Click UNDERLINED Expenses for Links 

 

http://npcnewsonline.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Complete-Contest-Guide-Female-Cover/dp/1726256936
https://supersetyourlife.com/blogs/podcast/e25-3-foundational-training-books-for-a-classic-physique?_pos=1&_sid=3ec998293&_ss=r
https://www.npcregistration.com/
https://skinzwear.com/product_search.php?indexcat=100599&indexname=New-Classic-Physique-Posing-Trunks
https://skinzwear.com/product_search.php?indexcat=100417&indexname=Mens-Posing-Suit---Narrow-Back
https://skinzwear.com/product_search.php?indexcat=100417&indexname=Mens-Posing-Suit---Narrow-Back
https://www.etsy.com/listing/763606715/ifbb-npc-wbff-mens-physique-competition?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_-clothing-domestic_med&utm_custom1=_k_989edef6e9f01822390ebf924f2fb664_k_&utm_content=bing_412533137_1295225015302384_80951631146347_pla-4584551177732262:pla-4584551177732262_c__763606715&utm_custom2=412533137&msclkid=989edef6e9f01822390ebf924f2fb664
https://kt-productions.com/about-the-promoter
https://www.target.com/s?searchTerm=black+bed+sheets&Nao=0&facetedValue=348lw


ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

SUPPLEMENTS: These will vary from individual to individual depending on 

your experience, genetics, and ultimately your budget. The best approach to 

supplements is to first and foremost ensure that your nutrition, training, life 

stressors, and sleep are all 100% optimized before turning to supplements for 

additional benefits. If there is a gap in your nutrition, this must be addressed 

first. Supplements are not “Band-Aids®.” They will only enhance your results 

by about 5% if everything else is in place. 

MEAL PREP: In our experience, meal prep has 

actually saved us money, so we don’t count it as an 

expense, because you’re going to eat food regardless of whether you 

meal prep or not! When you are on prep, everything that goes into your 

mouth is accounted for, not to mention you are eating less food to get 

conditioned for the stage, and eating out (almost every American’s 

biggest waste of money in our opinion) should be kept to a minimum 

before a contest so you will likely find that you will come out ahead on 

your grocery budget if you plan ahead systematically and wisely       

PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING DRUGS (P.E.D.’s): These are not necessary to achieve a balanced, aesthetic 

physique. We will never encourage the use of illegal substances in the sport of bodybuilding. There is no 

shortcut to the discipline, consistency, proper training and nutrition, and hard work required to achieve 

the necessary muscularity and conditioning for optimal performance. While most P.E.D.-users certainly 

do not train with any less discipline than the typical “natural” athlete, and therefore do not deserve any 

less respect, P.E.D.’s are usually expensive, dangerous, risky, banned (depending on the federation), 

illegal to use/possess/sell, addictive, and ultimately take the athlete’s focus away from the basics of 

proper training and nutrition. The safest approach to health and longevity in this sport is to avoid the use 

of performance-enhancing drugs altogether. 

SHOW-DAY & BACKSTAGE PHOTOS: Stage photos 

are often offered at the venue and it is up to you 

whether the cost is worth it. You can often get by 

with the help of a friend with a decent camera or 

even an iPhone, but nothing will turn out as high-

quality as professional photos. Also you will need to 

check with the promoter to see if you are allowed to 

bring a professional camera. 



POST-SHOW PHOTOS: In my experience, these are always 

MUCH BETTER than the actual competition photos! First of all, 

almost all bodybuilding athletes look better the day after the 

show than the day of the show. It’s not fair. It doesn’t make 

sense. It’s a combination of the stress relief of being done with 

the show, being able to have fun and pose the way you want to, 

and often simply having eaten lots of food and maybe even 

some alcohol at the after-party. Your tan has washed off a little 

so it’s not pitch black but it still looks great and natural (at least 

with Paradise Airbrush Tanning™ solution), you’re not being 

judged, and you probably slept better than Friday night. This is 

the moment you really want to capture on camera with a skilled, 

artistic photographer than has an eye for bodybuilding. We 

hired Erika Avila (www.erikaavila.com) on multiple occasions 

and she has brought the art out of my physique in a way I could 

have never thought on my own! 

COACHING: “If you think that hiring a professional is expensive, 

try hiring an amateur.” –Layne Norton, Ph.D., world-famous natural bodybuilder and coach. In other 

words, if you hire a coach, typically, like anything, you get what you pay for. To date, I’ve competed in 8 

shows—4 without a coach (I looked “okay” at best—was never conditioned enough or able to stay fully 

committed to whatever diet I was one) and 4 shows with a coach, in which I was held accountable and 

taught the proper training, nutrition, and posing from a real pro, Alfred Ra’oof.  

“Colt you need to do these shows. I want you to win so bad. But I’ll only 

support you if you get a coach.” –Taylor Milton, my wife. These were the 

words she spoke to me when I was in the midst of a horrible eating 

disorder and was spinning my tires trying to do it on my own. Not only 

did Alfred become like a father-figure to me and remains so until this 

day, but working with him actually saved us money. He helped us choose 

what supplements were worth the money and which were not. He taught 

me how to pose. He helped me negotiate a sponsorship with a tanning 

company. Why? Because he cared. Because of the impact Alfred had on 

me, Taylor and I have dedicated ourselves to coaching beginners and advanced competitors alike to help 

them reach their goals with a health-first, sustainable approach to aesthetics. 

If you have any questions or would like to strategize a contest prep 

game plan, please don’t hesitate to reach out! Text “COMPETE” to Colt 

at (206) 743-1346 or connect with me on Instagram @coltmilton. 

SUPPLEMENT STORE: https://supersetyourlife.com/collections/supplements 

CARNIVORE STARTER GUIDE: https://supersetyourlife.com/blogs/resources/carnivore-starter-guide 

YOUTUBE CHANNEL (UPLOADS DAILY): https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvwVnvkZ5tITN86P9lFR-Pw 

SUPERSETYOURLIFE.COM PODCAST (NEW EPISODE EVERY SATURDAY MORNING): https://supersetyourlife.com/blogs/podcast 

http://www.erikaavila.com/
https://supersetyourlife.com/collections/supplements
https://supersetyourlife.com/blogs/resources/carnivore-starter-guide
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvwVnvkZ5tITN86P9lFR-Pw
https://supersetyourlife.com/blogs/podcast

